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Ĺ:IBU�XPVME� ,� DSFBUF� JG� ,� DPVME� DSFBUF� BOZUIJOH"ĺ� ,�

asked myself this in 2018 and knew immediately 

what my answer was: to design a foundational edu-

cational program for extraordinary performers that 

gave them essential information about how humans 

UIJOL��NPWF��BOE�UISJWF��2ODF�UIFZ�IBE�XPSLFE�XJUI�

UIF�NBUFSJBM�PO�UIFJS�PXO��,�XPVME�DPBDI�UIFN�JO�UIFJS�

QBSUJDVMBS� EJTDJQMJOF�� JO� GSPOU� PG� UIFJS� DPMMFBHVFT�� TP�

that we could all be together from every part of the 

XPSME��MFBSOJOH�GSPN�FBDI�PUIFS�XJUI�B�TIBSFE�GPVO-

dation. Doing this in a group format would be im-

NFSTJWF��FũDJFOU��BOE�KPZGVM��

&PBDIJOH� NZ� DMJFOUT� JOEJWJEVBMMZ� ,� PGUFO� UIPVHIU��

“What a crime that I am the only one seeing this! I 

IBWF�UIJT�DPNNVOJUZ�PG�QFSGPSNFST��EPJOH�USBQF[F�JO�

$VTUSBMJB��ŧSF�EBODJOH�JO�%BMJ�Ĵ�CVU�,ķN�UIF�POMZ�POF�

XIP� HFUT� UP� TFF� JU�ĺ� ,� XBOUFE� UIFTF� BNB[JOH� QFS-

GPSNFST�UP�CF�UPHFUIFS��BOE�UIJT�XBT�UIF�XBZ�UP�EP�

it. And we would do it all online. 

I had coached performers online for years. I knew 

IPX�QPXFSGVM�JU�DPVME�CF��<PV�OFFE�UP�CF�TFMG�SFMJBOU��

BSUJDVMBUF�ZPVS�QSPDFTT��BOE�PCTFSWF�BOE�BOBMZ[F�UIF�

RVBMJUZ�PG�XIBU�ZPV�BOE�PUIFST�BSF�EPJOH�� ,O�GBDU�� I 

was beginning to think it was a superior way to learn. 

But there were concerns:

Elite performers often don’t want any part of group 

training. They often have a history with group learn-

JOH�CFJOH�JOFŦFDUJWF��TMPX��VOBCMF�UP�QSPWJEF�B�DPN-

NVOJUZ�DPOTVNNBUF�XJUI�UIFJS�TLJMM�MFWFM��,�LOPX�UIJT��

CFDBVTF����7IFZ�UFMM�NF��BOE����,UķT�FYBDUMZ�XIBU�,�FY-

perienced myself. 

they won’t pay for it. Performers already pay for 

coaches and training and have been doing so for 

most of their lives. They are wary of new ways 

UP� TQFOE�NPOFZ�� BOE�NPSF� JOUFSFTUFE� JO�XBZT� UP�

make it. 

they don’t think they need it. Performers have lots of 

USBJOJOH��%VU�JU�XBTOķU�BCPVU�DSFBUJOH�NPSF�USBJOJOH��

JU�XBT�BCPVU�BQQSPQSJBUF�� VTFGVM� USBJOJOH� UIBU� UIFZ�

could innovate on forever. I knew they didn’t already 

IBWF�UIJT��CVU�UIFZ�MJLFMZ�EJEOķU�LOPX�JU��
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they wouldn’t go for an online program. The work 

JO� BDPVTUJDT�� IVNBO� NPWFNFOU�� BOE� QFSGPSNBODF�

training I was proposing has historically been done 

JO� QFSTPO�� BOE� UIFSF� JT� B� CFMJFG� UIBU� JU� DBO� POMZ� CF�

done this way. This antiquated view would have to 

CF�USBOTGPSNFE��6P��OPX�XIBU"�7IFSF�XBT�POMZ�POF�

XBZ� GPSXBSE��NBLF� B� QMBO�� EP� UIF� FYQFSJNFOU�� TFF�

what happens. 

I explained what I had in mind. I told them they would 

CF�HSPVQFE�XJUI�QFPQMF�DPNQBSBCMF�UP�UIFJS�TLJMM��DB-

SFFS��BOE�RVBMJUZ�PG�GFFECBDL�UIFZ�DPVME�PŦFS��,�HBWF�

UIFN��BOE�NZTFMG��GVMM�GSFFEPN�UP�RVJU�BOZUJNF��:F�

got started. And as one participant put it: “When 

.BUF� ŧSTU� BQQSPBDIFE� NF� BCPVU� IFS� )PVOEBUJPOT�

&PVSTF��,�XBT�TLFQUJDBM��,�XBTOķU�FOUJSFMZ�TVSF�,�OFFEFE�

TPNFUIJOH�ĶGPVOEBUJPOBM�ķ�,ķN�IBQQZ�UP�FBU�NZ�XPSET��

It’s been a wonderful community to connect with. I 

XJTI�,�DPVME�HJWF�UIJT�FYQFSJFODF�UP�FWFSZPOF�ĺ�0BEJ-

TPO�6NJUI��6PQSBOP�6ZEOFZ��

:FķWF� EPOF� OJOF� DPOTFDVUJWF� DPVSTFT� TJODF� UIFO��

with four more planned for this year. We’ve had per-

GPSNFST�GSPN�&JSRVF�EV�6PMFJM� UP�%SPBEXBZ�� UP�7IF�

Metropolitan Opera to The Grand Ole Opry. People 

IBWF� IBE� CBCJFT�� CFFO� NBSSJFE�� NBEF� UIFJS� (VSP-

QFBO�EFCVU��XSJUUFO�CPPLT��DIBOHFE�DBSFFST��HPUUFO�

UIFJS�ESFBN�HJHT��BOE�HPOF�UP�%VMHBSJB�PO�B�)VMCSJHIU�

Scholarship. I developed and launched a comprehen-

TJWF�� POMJOF� %VMHBSJBO� 6JOHJOH� &PVSTF�� BOE� SFDFOUMZ�

did an interview (remotely!) for BTV in Bulgaria. And 

now we’re sharing the experience of this pandemic 

together. 

The courses I’ve created are based on the idea that 

BMM�MJGF�IBT�B�EFTJHO�UIBU�JT�FTTFOUJBM�BOE�JOIFSFOU��BOE�

that we thrive when we cooperate with that design: 

We are whole. We are adaptable. 

We are creative. 

We are resilient. 

We are responsive. 

We are interconnected. 

We are designed�UP�BŦFDU�FBDI�PUIFS��$�CPPL�CZ�BO�

BVUIPS�XIP�JT�EFDFBTFE�DBO�DIBOHF�ZPVS�NPPE��ZPVS�

CPEZ� UFNQFSBUVSF�� ZPVS� MJGF��:F� IBWF� SFMBUJPOTIJQT�

with people we’ve never met — though sometimes 

it’s invisible to us. In the case of the current pandem-

JD��UIJT�DPVME�OPU�CF�DMFBSFS��BOE�UIF�TUBLFT�DPVME�OPU�

be higher. 

When we tell ourselves we are distant and alone��XF�

BSF� EFTJHOFE� UP� BUUFNQU� UP� MJWF� PVU� PVS� CFMJFG�� XF�

live a NO. When we tell ourselves we are together��

JOUFSDPOOFDUFE� JO� FYUSBPSEJOBSZ� DJSDVNTUBODFT�� PVS�

entire system responds to a YES. When we try to be 

TFQBSBUF��XF�HP�PVU�PG�IBSNPOZ��PVU�PG�DPPSEJOBUJPO��

When we choose to be together in a particular way��

harmony and coordination are restored. 

 Kate coaching opera singer/aerialist rainelle Krause 

 in the aerial gym on singing upside down 
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 the human movement and design Course, studying optimal coordination 

 using bellydancing as an étude 

,O�BOZ�QSFEJDBNFOU��UIFSF�JT�PQQPSUVOJUZ��0Z�DPBDI-

ing moved entirely online in 2018 because my predic-

BNFOU�XBT�UIBU�NZ�BSUJTUT�XFSF�BMM�PWFS�UIF�XPSME��

and I wanted them to be together. The same tools 

VTFE�GPS�ĹEJTUBODJOHĺ�BSF�UIF�UPPMT�XF�VTF�UP�CF�UP-

gether. In this extraordinary time of this global pan-

EFNJD��XF�IBWF�BO�FTUBCMJTIFE�IBWFO�ĵ�B�DPNNVOJUZ�

that is connected and resilient. 

1PX��PO�B�7VFTEBZ�JO�$QSJM��������XF�BSF�HFUUJOH�UP-

gether for a coaching — as we’ve done for the last 

POF�IVOESFE�BOE�UXFOUZ�XFFLT��:F�XJMM�TJOH��TQJO��

MBVHI�XF�XJMM�NBLF�QMBOT��EP�FYQFSJNFOUT��BOE�TFF�

XIBU�IBQQFOT��,UķT�GBNJMJBS��JUķT�DPOTUSVDUJWF��JUķT�DSF-

BUJWF�� ,UķT�IPX�XF�HFU�UPHFUIFS��FWFSZ�XFFL��FWFSZ-

XIFSF��:IBU�XPVME�ZPV�DSFBUF�� JG�ZPV�DPVME�DSFBUF�

anything?

5FCFDDB�5JDIBSETPO��TPQSBOP��$OJUB�/ZPOT��TPQSBOP��(NNB�%BSSFUU�5PCMFT��TJOHFS��ŧSF�EBODFS��IPPQ�BSUJTU


